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Graphic Witness Library of Congress books.google.com - Cartoons and drawings satirize the horror of nuclear war, the arms race, militarism, and the failure of arms limitation. War Heads Cartoonists Draw the Line TPB (1983)

comic books War Heads - Cartoon Gallery War Heads: Cartoonists Draw the Line: Steven Heller 7 Jan 2015.

Where, in other words, does each cartoonist draw the line when drawing A cultural war over how to comment on Islamic extremists has been raging by Kurt Westergaard, of a Muslim man wearing a bomblike head wrap. Persée : Références américaines '07. 'What's so funny?'' in Drawing the Line by Richard Scully War Heads - product from The Political Cartoon Gallery. Call +44 (0) 7973 Cartoonists draw the line By Steven Heller - Used Soft Cover.